techniques. All that would be required would be a selection assay that allows the molecular 44 activity of a sufficiently large number of individual mutations and combinations of mutations to 45 be quantified. However, whether such an approach is actually feasible is unknown. 46 Here we show that deep mutagenesis of a molecule can indeed provide sufficient information to 47 determine its macromolecular structure. Our method quantifies how often residue pairs interact 48 epistatically -that is non-independently -in experimental data and how such epistatic 49 interaction patterns correlate. These data accurately identify individual tertiary structure contacts 50 as well as secondary structure elements and their interactions in a protein domain. Moreover, 51
we show that these data can be used to predict the structure of the protein domain at 1.9Å root 52 mean squared deviation (RMSD) compared to a reference crystal structure. contacts (one edge, 2.4-fold over expectation) and another 41% or 45% share a common 141 neighbour (two edges), while interactions across more edges are depleted ( Figure 3C ). 142
We attempted to derive a single epistasis score per position pair from positive and negative 143 epistasis interations. We therefore first estimated the uncertainty in the fraction of positive or 144 negative epistatic variants per position pair due to measurement errors and the finite number of 145 observed double mutant variants ( Figure 1B , step 5). We implemented a resampling approach 146 where, in each of 1000 runs, each variant's fitness is drawn from a normal distribution with the 147 measured fitness as mean and the uncertainty due to sequencing coverage as standard 148 deviation (step 5a). In each resampling run we re-classified positive and negative epistasis of 149 variants given the drawn fitness values. Finally, the fraction of positive (or negative) epistatic 150 variants for each position pair was drawn from the posterior probability distribution of epistatic 151 fractions (step 5b). The posterior probability distribution is the product of the prior probability 152 distribution -the distribution of epistatic fractions over all position pairs -and the likelihood 153 function -how likely a given fraction is to generate the observed fraction of epistatic variants. 154
The uncertainty of the fraction of epistatic variants per position pair is then the standard 155 deviation of drawn fractions over all resampling runs. 156
We then combined positive and negative epistasis information by computing the weighted 157 average of mean epistatic fractions over all resampling runs given their uncertainty. The final 158 epistasis score is a z-score, which is obtained by further normalizing this weighted average by 159 its uncertainty, to give priority to high confidence enrichments (step 6). 160
The position pairs with highest epistasis scores are well distributed across the contact map 161 ( Figure 3B ), and the number of direct contacts (one edge < 8Å) among the top 100 epistasis 162 score pairs increases to 57% ( Figure 3C ), thus showing that the epistasis score succesfully 163 incorporates information from both positive and negative epistasis. Additionally, epistasis scores 164 generally correlate with proximity in the tertiary structure (minimal distance between side-chain 165 heavy atoms, rank correlation coefficient = -0.39, p < 10 -6 , n = 1485; Figure 3D ). 166
We examined the precision to predict direct contacts of amino acids spaced more than five 167 positions apart (commonly used as restraints for structural simulations, Fig. 3E ). Precision is 168 82% for the top L/5 (n=11, L as length of the protein, 56aa) epistasis score pairs, 71% for the 169 top L/2 pairs and 61% for the top L pairs. Of note, the precision to predict direct contacts from 170 epistasis scores is 10-20% higher than that of the non-normalized epistasis score, thus showing 171 the need to account for experimental uncertainity. by their z-scores, which we refer to as association scores ( Figure 1B , steps 5c and 6). 225
In contrast to the correlation of epistatic patterns, association scores are slightly less correlated 226 with proximity (rank correlation coefficient R = -0.36, p < 10 -6 , n = 1485), with most position pairs 227 having an association score around 0 and only few pairs deviating to higher values ( Figure 4D ). 228
These pairs with highest association scores, however, are strongly enriched for being direct 229 neighbors in the structure (71%, Figure 4B ). Furthermore, top pairs are well distributed across 230 the contact map and are enriched for pairs close in the linear chain ( Figure 4C ). These results 231 are consistent with a more binary classification of being distant (association score around zero) 232 or being in direct contact (positive association score). 233
We further derived a combined score by summing the standardized epistasis and association 234 scores, to explore whether combining information from individual epistatic interactions and 235 epistasis interaction patterns can improve proximity estimates. 236
We evaluated the precision of the three interaction scores in predicting direct contacts in the 237 protein domain. For all pairs at least 5 amino acids apart, the association score predicts direct 238 contacts with similar precision to the epistasis score ( Figure 4F Predicting secondary structures using combined scores yielded secondary structure elements 312 that coincide well with secondary structure elements in the crystal structure ( Figure 5C ). Using 313 epistasis and association scores to predict secondary structures elements gave similar results, 314 although the epistasis score analysis failed to detect both beta strands at the end of the domain 315 due to low statistical power ( Figure S4A ). 316
We further used two-dimensional kernel smoothing to detect parallel and anti-parallel beta sheet 317 interactions, by applying beta strand kernels to off-diagonal entries on the interaction score 318 matrices ( Figure 5D ). Using combined scores we detected several putative stretches of parallel 319 and anti-parallel beta sheet interactions throughout the protein domain ( Figure 5E ). We defined 320 a set of rules that iteratively fix the most significant stretches of beta sheet interaction when they 321 are consistent with previously determined secondary structure elements and already fixed beta 322 sheet interactions (see Methods). This yielded an accurate prediction of beta sheet interactions, 323 in terms of the number and orientation of sheet interactions as well as the exact pairwise 324 interactions of all but two position pairs ( Figure 5E ). Furthermore, updating beta strands 325 according to inferred beta sheet pairings improved beta strand prediction itself, notably 326 introducing a correct split of beta strand 1 and 2 and adjusting the length of beta strands 3 and 327 4. Together, predictions of secondary structures and beta sheet interactions from combined 328 scores have a precision greater than 95% and a recall of greater than 85% ( Figure 5F ). Similar, 329 but slightly worse, results are obtained when applying this workflow to epistasis and association 330 score data instead ( Figures S4B,C) . Gaussian profile in the direction of the diagonal, and a sinusoidal or alternating profile in 343 the off-diagonal direction for alpha helices and beta strands, respectively. 344 c) Workflow for secondary structure element prediction and results from combined score 345 data compared to known secondary structure from crystal structure 1pga (see Figure S4  346 for other interaction score data). In workflow, "sumlog(p)" referes to p-value combination 347 by Fisher's method (see Methods for more detail on workflow). In plot, lines give 348 position-wise p-value of secondary structure propensity; dashed lines indicate data was 349 not used (p-value for other secondary structure type lower); boxes indicate final Together, these findings show that genetic interaction data contain information on a protein's 368 secondary and tertiary structure. We therefore tested whether the information extracted from 369 the genetic data would suffice to predict ab initio the structure of protein G domain B1. We 370 performed simulated annealing with structural restraints derived from the deep mutational 371 scanning data. Structural restraints were defined for tertiary contacts, secondary structure 372 elements, and beta sheet interactions. In particular, 56 distance restraints (distance < 8Å 373 between Cβ atoms) for tertiary contacts were defined from the top scoring position pairs with a 374 linear chain distance greater than five amino acids. We found that using fewer or more contacts 375 generally decreases the accuracy of the predicted models ( Figures S5A,B) . Furthermore, we 376 defined dihedral angle restraints for predicted secondary structure elements. Finally, we defined 377 restrictive distance restraints (distance smaller than 2.1Å for N-H : C=O atom pairs) for beta 378 sheet positions that form hydrogen bonds with each other. 379
We performed structural simulations by simulated annealing using the Xplor-NIH modeling suite 380 (Schwieters et al., 2003) . We set up a three-stage approach, with 500 structural models 381 generated per stage. Stages 1 and 2 served to identify restraints inconsistent with the most 382 plausible structural models. These restraints were subsequently removed, thus improving the 383 precision of the utilized restraints, especially those for tertiary contacts, for which precision 384 improved from ~65% up to 85% for the top 56 contacts (Figures 6A,B) . Stage 3 then served to 385 refine an average structure for the top 10% of models from stage 2 to obtain a final set of 386 structural models. 387
We evaluated the top 5% structural models generated in the third simulation stage against the 388 known crystal structure of protein G domain B1 (PDB entry 1pga) ( Figures 6C and S5A,B) . 389
Models predicted from combined score data performed best, with an average Cα-root mean 390 squared deviation of the top models (〈 − 〉) of 1.9Å and an average template modeling 391 score of 0.75 ( Figure 6D ). This accuracy is similar to the resolution of the crystal structure 392 (2.07Å) and very close to the optimum achievable with our simulation protocol (using true 393 contacts, secondary structure elements and beta sheet interactions, 〈 − 〉 = 1.4Å and 394 TM score = 0.79). Consistent with lower precision of contact and secondary structure 395 predictions, models generated with restrains from epistasis or association scores have on 396 2016) therefore provides very strong evidence that the approach that we have outlined here will 473 work for many different macromolecules. We thus envisage broad applicability of our 474 framework, including to macromolecules whose structures are difficult to determine by physical 475 methods, such as membrane proteins and intrinsically disordered proteins that only fold upon 476 binding or in particular conditions. 477
As a proof-of-principle we used only information extracted from a deep mutational scanning 478 experiment to predict the structure of protein G domain B1. complex folds than the one tested here. 483
An analysis of incomplete and down-sampled variants of the deep mutational scanning dataset 484 used here suggests that a high signal-to-noise ratio (measurement range relative to 485 experimental error of fitness estimates), which allows both positive and negative epistasis to be 486 quantified, is an important factor for generating datasets with a quality sufficient for protein 487 structure prediction (Figure 7 and Supplementary Text). At sufficient signal-to-noise ratios, 488 however, even deep mutational scanning datasets containing an incomplete (random) subset of 489 double mutants or sequenced at lower coverage might be amenable to protein structure 490 prediction (Figure 7) , thus suggesting that our framework should be easily applicable to longer 491 molecules. 492 
!" ), with n as read counts, superscripts denoting input or 656 output sequencing library and subscripts denoting variant i or wild-type variant. 657
Additionally, a correction factor for wild-type fitness was derived, based on the observation that 658 the upper modes of single and double mutant variant fitness distributions were not centered on 659 the wild-type fitness value and that the epistasis distribution was highly non-symmetric. The 660 kernel density estimate of the single mutant fitness distribution was calculated (using the R 661 function density with parameter bw set to 0.15) and the correction factor was derived as the 662 position of the upper fitness mode as = 0.198. Each fitness value was corrected by this 663 factor, which centered the upper modes of single and double mutant fitness distributions on the 664 wild-type fitness value and resulted in a symmetric epistasis distribution. We note, however, that 665 this correction has little effect on the downstream analysis, because of the use of quantile-based 666 estimates to call positive or negative epistasis. This would be different if the fitness deviation 667 from expectation would have been used to calculate epistasis. 668
The standard error of fitness estimates was calculated from read counts under Poissonian 669
!"# . We note that this is a lower bound estimate of the 670 actual error, due to the lack of replicate information. 671
Each measurement assay has a lower measurement limit due to unspecific background effects 672 ( Figure S1A ). In the case of the IgG-binding assay for protein G domain B1, this is presumably 673 mainly due to unspecific carry-over on beads (Olson et al., 2014) . The fitness values derived 674 from the measurement are therefore a convolution of the actual binding affinities to IgG and 675 nonspecific carryover, i.e. The evaluation of positive or negative epistasis was, however, restricted to specific subsets of 709 the data where measurement errors do not impede epistasis classification ( Figure S1D ). The 710 data subset in which variants were potentially classified as positive epistatic is limited to data 711 regions where 712
• the 95th percentile fitness surface is below wild-type fitness 713
• at least one single mutant fitness value is significantly smaller than wild-type fitness at 714 five standard errors 715
• the expected fitness (sum of both single mutant fitness values) is not significantly higher 716 than wild-type at five standard errors 717
• the expected fitness is significantly higher than twice the lower fitness limit of the assay 718
The rationale for criteria 1-3 is to avoid double mutants from two neutral single mutants, 719 The data subset in which variants were potentially classified as negative epistatic is limited to 725 data regions where 726
• the 5th percentile fitness surface is above the 95th percentile of the background effect 727 distribution; this value is derived from the 95th percentile of double mutant fitness values 728 with expected fitness below -8 (analogous to lower fitness limit estimation, see above). 729
• both single mutant fitness values are significantly higher than the lower limit of the 730 fitness assay measurement range at five standard errors 731
• the expected fitness (sum of both single mutant fitness values) is not significantly higher 732 than wild-type at five standard errors 733
The rationale for criteria 1 and 2 is to avoid background measurement effects that make 734 negative epistasis quantification unreliable. 735 variants, but equivalent for negative epistatic variants). In each of 1000 re-sampling runs: 757
• each variant's fitness was drawn from a normal distribution with the measured fitness as 758 mean and the uncertainty due to sequencing coverage as standard deviation !" !"#$%&' = 759
• positive epistasis of variants was re-classified given the drawn fitness values (also step 761 5a, see also Figure 2A ) 762
• each position pair's fraction of positive epistatic variants was drawn from the posterior 763 probability distribution of how likely an underlying true fraction of epistatic variants !" ! is 764 to generate the observed fraction of epistatic variants given the finite number of overall 765 variants, i.e. e !" ! ~ p(E !" ! | # ε !" ! , # variants !" ) (step 5b). The posterior probability 766 distribution is the product of a prior probability distribution -the kernel density estimate 767 of the expected epistatic fractions across all position pairs (calculated using R function 768 density with parameter bw set to 0.05) -and the likelihood function for the underlying 769 true fraction of epistatic variants given the observed fraction of epistatic variants and the 770 overall number of variants under binomial sampling assumptions 771
To derive an interaction score from the epistatic fractions per position pair, mean positive and 772 negative epistatic fractions across resampling runs were combined by weighted averaging, with 773 weights as the inverse variances of epistatic fractions across resampling runs, i.e. !" = 774
To arrive at the final epistasis score, the mean epistatic fractions were further normalized by 776 their combined uncertainty, !" =
!"
!"
, with !" = ! !" 
, and the final association 808 score normalized by the combined uncertainty,
, with 809
We further derived a combined score by summing the standardized epistasis and association 811
, to explore whether combining information from individual 812 epistatic interactions and epistasis interaction patterns can further improve proximity estimates. 813
We note that this is a naïve approach to combining the information from these two sources, and 814 surely more sophisticated approaches that further improve proximity estimates can be 815 developed. Additionally, we note that it should be possible to also solve the inverse problem for 816 epistatic fraction matrix, thereby potentially improving proximity estimates from epistatic 817 interactions. 818 819 Secondary structure prediction 820 We used a two dimensional kernel smoothing approach to predict secondary structure elements 821 from deep mutational scanning data ( Figure 5 ). For a given position along the linear chain (on 822 the diagonal of the interaction score matrix), interaction scores (off the diagonal) are integrated 823 with distance-specific weighting according to the kernel, which reflects the known geometry of 824 secondary structures. 825
The alpha kernel takes on a sinusoidal profile perpendicular to the diagonal to weight 826 interactions according to whether the position pair considered should have congruent side-chain 827 orientations (see diagonal and perpendicular profiles in Figure 5B ). The kernel was defined as 828 To calculate whether kernel-weighted interaction scores of a specific position are larger than 845 expected, they were compared to those obtained from 10 4 randomized control datasets. 846
Randomization was performed by shuffling all interaction scores, while preserving matrix 847 symmetry, and kernel-weighted interaction scores from randomized control datasets were 848 calculated for each position independently to control for possible boundary effects in positions 849
close to the borders of the protein chain. A p-value for each position was calculated as the 850 fraction of random controls with kernel smoothed values above that of the real data. 851 beta sheet kernels diagonal and perpendicular distances are therefore modified as = 885 + − − and = − − ( − ) . The kernels to detect parallel and anti-parallel beta 886 sheets differ in which is their 'diagonal' direction, i.e. the direction at which consecutive position 887 pairs interact in the beta sheet ( Figure 5D ). Therefore parameters d and p were swapped for the 888 anti-parallel beta sheet kernel. Also, because these positions can be deemed the most crucial 889 for deciding whether a position participates in a beta sheet interaction or not, we up-weighted 890 these positions (those with = 0) in the kernel by a factor of two, i.e. ! , 0 = 4/3 *
Beta sheet interactions were identified by searching for the most significant stretches of parallel 892 and anti-parallel interactions (similar to workflow for alpha helices and beta strands), then 893 identifying the set of most significant interactions that is consistent with previously predicted 894 secondary structure elements. 895
In particular, step 1 & 3-7 from the above-described workflow were performed for the parallel 896 beta sheet kernel on each sub-diagonal (parallel to the main diagonal) of the interaction score 897 matrix separately; and for the anti-parallel beta sheet kernel on each perpendicular diagonal of 898 the interaction score matrix separately. 899
The steps were modified as follows: 900
• the minimal combined p-value to consider a seed was lowered to 0.001 901
• for anti-parallel beta sheet interactions, only positions with a distance greater than two 902 from the main diagonal were used to calculate seed p-values (assuming anti-parallel 903 beta sheet interactions need a turn of at least length two to be connected) 904
• for parallel beta sheet interactions, only sub-diagonals with a distance greater than six 905 from the main diagonal were considered (assuming parallel beta sheet interactions of 906 two adjacent beta strands need a linker region) 907
We extended the workflow with the following steps to predict beta sheet interactions within the 908 mutational scanning data. Simulations were performed in three stages, in each of which 500 943 structural models were generated. Stages 1 and 2 served to identify inconsistencies among 944 defined structural restraints. Additionally, in stage 2 an average structure of the best 10% of 945
